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Diachronic Typology of Philippine Vowel Systems* 
1. Introduction 

It has been fairly well established (Dempwolff 1934, 1937, 1939]) that Pro-
to-Austronesian (PAN) had a four-vowel system, usually symbolized by *i, *e, 
*a, and *u. It is also fairly evident that the daughter language from which the 
Philippine languages developed also had a four-vowel system. This daughter 
language will be called Proto-Philippines (PPH) throughout this paper. The PPH 
vowel system will be symbolized as *i, *ɨ, *a, and *u, since whatever the pho-
nological shape of PAN *e was, it is probable that in PPH this vowel had 
become a mid to high central vowel. The great majority of four-vowel systems 
that remain in present day Philippine languages show similar systems, having 
high front and back vowels with two central vowels, one low, the other mid to 
high. 

This paper is an attempt to identify the factors which brought about the 
break-up of the PPH four-vowel system in many languages and produced one 
known eight-vowel system, three known seven-vowel systems, at least a dozen 
six-vowel systems, and maybe twenty five-vowel systems. There are at least 
five languages, moreover, that have reduced the PPH four-vowel system to 
three vowels. 

2. Synchronic Background 
As a background to the discussion of vowel systems to follow, it will be use-

ful to outline here the present phonological systems. This section will only 
describe consonant systems. The vowel systems will be described in the follow-
ing section. 

2.1 Stops 
All Philippine languages have a glottal stop, though with varying degrees of 

functional load and varying patterns of distribution. The majority of Philippine 
languages have a contrast between voiced and voiceless stops at three points of 
articulation: p, t, k/b, d, g. these languages include: Abak, Aklanon, Agta, Ba-
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langao, Batak, Bikol, Bolinao, Bontok, Buhid, Cebuano, Cuyuno, Dumagat (Ca-
siguran Negrito, Umiray Negrito), Gaddang, Hiligaynon, Ibanag, Ifugao 
(Amganad, Batad, Bayninan, Guhang), Igorot (Santa Fe), Ilokano, Ilongot, Is-
neg, Itneg, Kalinga, Kallahan (Kayapa, Keley-i), Kankanay, Kapampangan, 
Kinaray-a, Magindanao, Malaweg, Mamanwa, Manobo (Agusan, Ata, Binukid, 
Dibabaon, Ilianen, Sarangani, Tigwa, Western Bukidnon), Mansaka, Maranao, 
Pangasinan, Porohanan, Sambal (Botolan), Sangil, Sangir, Subanon (Siocon), 
Subanun (Sindangan), Tagalog, Tagbanwa (Aborlan, Kalamian), Ternate, Ting-
guian, Waray, Ylanon, Yogad. 

Two languages, Ivatan and Itbayat, have voiced and voiceless stops at four 
points of articulation: p, t, c, k/b, d, j, g. 

The following languages have three voiceless and four voiced stops: p, t, 
k/b, d, j, g. Atta, Isinai, Samal, Tausug, Manobo (Surigao), and Sama Bangingi. 

Inibaloi has the following system: p, t, c, k ̟, k ̣/b, bʷ, d, j, g. 
In the following languages, the voiceless bilabial stop has changed to a fric-

ative. In each language, the stop system otherwise corresponds to the p, t, k/b, 
d, g system listed above. p has become ɸ,1 in Kalagan, Manobo (Cotabato), and 
Tiruray. p has become f in Bilaan (Koronadal and Sarangani), and Tagabili. p is 
indicated as an infrequent allophone of ɸ, in Kalagan. In Sarangani Manobo, 
Atta, and Umiray Dumagat, fricative ɸ is given as an allophone of p. 

Implosive ɓ, ɗ, and ɠ occur in Samal as allophones respectively of b, d, and 
g. In Sindangan Subanun, ɓ and ɗ occur, allophones respectively of b and d. In 
Samal, the implosive occurs only as part of a (phonetic) word initial geminate 
cluster. In Sindangan Subanun, it occurs as a single consonant syllable onset 
following pause or another stop. 

2.2 Fricatives 
2.2.1 Bilabial and labiodental fricatives 

Six languages show bilabial or labiodental fricatives replacing voiceless bi-
labial stops. These are Kalagan, Manobo (Cotabato), and Tiruray (ɸ); Bilaan 
(Koronadal, Sarangani) and Tagabili (f). None of these languages have voiced 
                                                 
1  Editors’ note: The IPA symbols [ɸ] and [β] are used here to replace [p̵] and [b̵], respective-

ly, which were used in the original publication. Other IPA symbols are also used in this 
paper, where appropriate, to replace now non-standard representations of phonetic values. 
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fricatives at this point of articulation. A voiceless-voiced contrast at the labial 
position (f/v) occurs only in Ibanag, and in Agta. 

The following languages show a voiceless, bilabial or labiodental fricative: 
Gaddang (ɸ), Agta (ɸ), Buhid (f), and Yogad (f alternating with ɸ). 

The following languages show a voiced (but no voiceless) labiodental frica-
tive (v): Isinai, Itbayat, Ivatan, and Manobo (Western Bukidnon). 

The following languages show a voiced (but no voiceless) bilabial fricative 
(β): Manobo (Ilianen), Sangil, Sangir, and Tagbanwa (Kalamian). 

A number of languages have a voiced fricative allophone of their bilabial 
stop usually intervocalically: Tausug, Atta, Samal, and in Tigwa Manobo sylla-
ble-initial following l. In Kalamian Tagbanwa, b and β contrast but rarely. The 
usual situation is b > β intervocalically, and medially following l and y. 

In Gaddang, final b becomes ɸ when suffixed with a vowel initial mor-
pheme. 

2.2.2 Velar flat fricatives 
There are no languages in the sample which show a phonemic voiceless ve-

lar fricative, however, several languages (Atta, Buhid, etc.) have a voiceless 
velar fricative (x) as an allophone of k intervocalically. There are a number of 
languages which have a phonemic voiced velar fricative ɣ: Aklan, Ilongot, It-
bayat, Kankanay (as spoken in Sagada), Manobo (Western Bukidnon), Sangir, 
and Tagbanwa (Kalamian).  

Although fully phonemic in Sagada, ɣ in other Northern Kankanay barrios 
(e.g., Balugan) occurs only as an allophone of glottal stop. 

A voiced velar fricative occurs as an allophone of the voiced stop intervo-
calically in Tausug, Atta, Buhid, Siocon Subanon, and Samal. In Tigwa Manobo, 
the fricative also occurs following l. In Kalamian Tagbanwa, g and ɣ contrast 
but alternate. The fricative usually occurs intervocalically and word-medial fol-
lowing l and w. 

Only four languages show the beginning of a voiced fricative series to cor-
respond to the voiced stop series. These are Itbayat and Manobo (Western 
Bukidnon): v, ɣ; and Sangir and Tagbanwa (Kalamian): β, ɣ. 
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2.2.3 Alveolar grooved fricative 
All languages in the sample show s, except the Ifugao dialects (Amganad, 

Batad, Bayninan) and geographically adjacent Kallahan (Keley-i). In these lan-
guages, s has become h. In Guhang Ifugao, s is an allophone of h following i 
and e in some environments. 

The voiced alveolar grooved fricative z occurs only in Agta, Ibanag, Ma-
manwa, and Manobo (Western Bukidnon). In Mamanwa, z has alveopalatal (ʒ) 
and affricated (ʤ) variants. 

2.2.4 Glottal fricative 
h occurs in the majority of the languages in the sample. It does not occur in 

Atta, Batak, Bontok, Gaddang, Ilongot, Inibaloi, Isneg, Itneg, Kalinga, Kanka-
nay, Magindanao, and Mansaka. The dialect of Dibabaon spoken in the Agusan 
River valley, known as Mandaya, does not have h. Some of the latter languages, 
however, do show h as an allophone of s, e.g., some dialects of Bontok (as that 
spoken in Mainit) freely substitute h for s in all environments. Likewise, Kalin-
ga has an h allophone for word-initial s in some words. Isneg has h as an 
allophone of g, h occurring word-initial, between vowels within a word, and 
following word-medial juncture; h and g are free variants following l. 

2.2.5 Fricative allophones 
Phonetically dissimilar fricative allophones of voiced stop phonemes occur 

in a number of related languages in northern Luzon. In Bontok as spoken in 
Guinaang, b, d, and g occur as syllable-finals. In syllable-initial position, the 
corresponding allophones are f, t͡s, and k̟h. A bb geminate cluster is phonetically 
vf. Other dialects of Bontok have v, and ʤ as syllable initial variants of b and d. 
In these dialects, there is no variant syllable-initial allophone of g. Distribution 
in some places is not describable in relation to the syllable but to the phonolog-
ical word. 

Balangao has similar allophones to Guinaang Bontok except that the sylla-
ble-initial allophone of d is an alveopalatal (not alveolar) affricate. 

In Ifugao, p͡f occurs syllable-initial and final, except preceding p͡f in an iden-
tical consonant cluster. In this position b occurs; b also fluctuates with pf͡ 
syllable-final. ʧ and d have the same distributional characteristics as p͡f and b. k 
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and g are allophones. The sequence kk occurs to form a geminate cluster. Slight 
voicing usually accompanies k syllable-final. 

In Kalinga, b only occurs syllable-final. Its complementary allophones are pʸ 
occurring syllable-initial before a, and p͡ɸ occurring syllable-initial before i, o, 
u. This affricate is occasionally voiced. The d allophone occurs only syllable-
final, but d ͡z and ʤ are also heard in this position. ʤ alternates with ʧ syllable-
initial. g occurs in all positions but fluctuates with k in some positions. Similar 
fricative allophones also occur in areas geographically adjacent to Kalinga 
where the Banaw subdialect of Tingguian is spoken, as in Daguioman, eastern 
Abra.  

2.3 Laterals and vibrants 
All languages have at least one lateral, l. Two languages, Sangil and Sangir 

have two laterals, one of them retroflexed (l and ɭ). Samal has a retroflexed ɭ in 
C2 of C1VC2 before silence or a consonant other than l. 

The following languages have r: Abak, Aklan, Atta, Batak, Bikol, Bolinao, 
Buhid, Cebuano, Cuyuno, Dumagat (Casiguran, Umiray), Gaddang, Hiligaynon, 
Ibanag, Igorot (Santa Fe), Ilokano, Inibaloi, Isinai, Isneg, Itbayat, Itneg, Ivatan, 
Kapampangan, Kinaray-a, Malaweg, Mamanwa, Manobo (Agusan, Dibabaon, 
Ilianen, Surigao, Western Bukidnon), Mansaka, Maranao, Pangasinan, Poroha-
nan, Sama Bangingi, Samal, Sambal (Botolan), Sangil, Sangir, Tagalog, 
Tagbanwa (Aborlan, Kalamian), Tausug, Ternate, Tingguian, Tiruray, Waray, 
Ylanon, Yogad. 

Some languages which do not have r as part of the phonemic inventory in-
dicate its occurrence as an intervocalic variant of d, e.g., Bilaan, Binukid, 
Magindanao, Tigwa Manobo, Kalagan, Gaddang, Sindangan Subanun. Many of 
the languages which show r as a phoneme indicate morphophonemic fluctua-
tion between d and r intervocalically. In many languages, adoption of Spanish 
loans seems to have been the major cause for the developing of the d/r con-
trast. The phonetic quality of r is either flapped or trilled in all of the languages 
stated above. 

Some languages of northern Luzon, e.g., Bontok (except as spoken in Bon-
toc town), Balangao, Kalinga, and some dialects of Ifugao and of Tingguian 
have an r allophone of l. The r in these languages is never flapped or trilled. It 
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varies phonetically from a central retroflexed vocoid in Bontok, Balangao, and 
Ifugao to a central resonant oral ‘produced by relaxing the tongue and placing 
the tip either behind the lower front teeth or lower lip’ in Kalinga and adjacent 
dialects of Tingguian. The distributional statements for l and r in these lan-
guages are relatively complex and of interest. In general, l occurs as word-
initial, in geminate clusters, adjacent to a front vowel, following a consonant at 
the dental or alveolar points of articulation, or following any other consonant 
preceded by a front vowel. l and flapped r are full phoneme variants in Ma-
manwa (‘word initially and medially’) and Mansaka (‘word-final, and between 
vowels’). 

2.4 Nasals 
Only two systems occur, one having three points of articulation (m, n, ŋ), 

the other having a fourth point ñ. The languages with the m n ñ ŋ system are: 
Itbayat, Ivatan, Samal, and Tausug. All other languages have the m n ŋ system. 
Itbayat and Ivatan also have voiceless and voiced stops at the same four points 
of articulation. Samal and Tausug have four points of articulation in their 
voiced stop system, but only three voiceless stops. Several languages have stops 
at the alveopalatal position, but no corresponding nasal. They are: Atta, Iniba-
loi, Isinai, Manobo (Surigao), and Sama Bangingi. 

3. Diachronic Typology 
The following sections will discuss the dynamic processes which brought 

about the present Philippine vowel systems, beginning with the three vowel 
systems and concluding with the eight vowels of Casiguran Dumagat.2 

3.1 Three-vowel systems 

                                                 
2  The statements that are made here must be considered to be tentative. The data from 

which the conditioning factors here described have been deduced is in most cases minimal. 
The primary data has been a wordlist of slightly less than 400 items, containing 170 of the 
Swadesh 200 list, plus various other terms having high cognate productivity. These are the 
lists contained in Reid (1971). Where other linguists have made diachronic statements in 
their published works (as in Lindquist, Forsberg, and Healey [1959], and Abrams [1963]), 
these have been taken into consideration and checked against the data available to me. 
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Most of the existing three-vowel systems in the Philippines are located in 
the Visayan Islands. These include: Abak, Aklanon, Cebuano, Porohanan (at 
present according to Wolff 1967 a subdialect of Cebuano),3 and Waray. One 
three-vowel language geographically distant from the Visayan Island is Tausug. 

Most of these systems have developed by the merging of the mid to high 
central vowel PPH *ɨ (labeled ‘pepet’ from here on) with the high back vowel. 
Merging also occurred in a number of other languages that have since ex-
panded their inventory to five or more vowels. The various ways that pepet 
developed in Philippine languages has been discussed in Conant (1912). Of the 
present three-vowel systems, Conant discusses only Cebuano and Tausug 
(named by him respectively, Bisayan and Sulu). Additional information for Ak-
lanon (Zorc 1969) indicates that this language also participated in the PPH *ɨ 
> u shift. This is expected since there is both quantitative and qualitative evi-
dence to indicate that these languages (apart from Tausug) were until recently 
undifferentiated. In other words, Cebuano, Aklanon, and probably also Abak 
have retained the three-vowel system which was already present or developed 
in their immediate proto-language by merging of PPH *ɨ and PPH *u.4 

Waray (or Samar-Leyte) normally classified as a three-vowel system has ac-
cording to Wolff (1968) two phonological systems. One set of speakers use a 
four-vowel system having a pepet vowel, whereas other speakers use a three-
vowel system, where u generally corresponds to the pepet appearing in forms 
in the four-vowel system. Wolff believes that the three-vowel system has not 
developed as a result of the merger of *ɨ and *u but by replacement, as a result 
of borrowing from Cebuano. Since Porohanan (or Camotes Island dialect) is 
probably genetically more closely related to Waray than to Cebuano (Wolff 
1967), it is probable that the three-vowel system of Porohanan is likewise a re-

                                                 
3  Published materials in these languages frequently utilize five vowel symbols, but phono-

logical statements usually indicate that e and o represent allophonic variants for these 
languages. Some analysts, however, contend that Waray and Cebuano presently have a 
five-vowel system. On the other hand, analysts state that some dialects of Bikol still have a 
three-vowel system. I have chosen to follow Constantino’s analysis of Naga Bikol as having 
a five-vowel system. 

4  Conant (1912) indicates that *ɨ > i in Cebuano forms having a following i, and also possi-
bly in Tausug. 
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sult of *ɨ replacement, rather than merger. Wolff notes that Porohanan vocabu-
lary is overwhelmingly Cebuano in origin. 

3.2 Four-vowel systems 
As indicated above, the majority of the more than thirty four-vowel systems 

consist of one high front vowel, two central vowels—one low, the other mid to 
high—and one back vowel. The front and back vowels in most of these lan-
guages have considerable phonetic variation, sometimes free variation, but in 
most instances conditioned by various environments. It is of interest to note 
that in phonemic descriptions of a number of languages (Bontok, Cuyuno, In-
ibaloi, Itneg (Binongan), Ivatan, Kankanay (Northern), Mamanwa, Maranao, 
and Sambal (Botolan)) the back vowel has been represented by o rather than u, 
reflecting the fact that although [u] does occur in some environments the lower 
variant o] is more frequent and is considered to be the phonemic norm. 

In addition to these languages, the following languages also have four vo-
wels in which pepet is reflected as a central vowel: Batak, Bolinao, Ilongot, 
Itbayat, Kallahan (Kayapa Proper), Kinaray-a, Magindanao, Manobo (Binukid, 
Dibabaon, Ilianen, Tigwa, Western Bukidnon), Mansaka, Pangasinan, Tagban-
wa (Kalamian, Aborlan), Tingguian, and Ylanon. 

In some four-vowel systems, PPH *ɨ is no longer reflected as a central vo-
wel. PPH *ɨ > o in Kalinga and Manobo (Ata), forming a two way contrast in 
back vowels, whereas in some dialects of Ilokano, as well as in Kallahan (Keley-
i) PPH *ɨ > e forming a two way contrast in front vowels. 

An unpublished paper by Elkins (1966) provides further interesting infor-
mation regarding the development of the four-vowel systems in five of the 
Manobo languages—Bukidnon, Dibabaon, Ilianen, Tigwa, and Western Bukid-
non. Each of these languages has two central vowels, a and ɨ, the latter vowel 
ranging in quality from a low, central, close unrounded vowel in Tigwa and 
Dibabaon, to a mid central open unrounded vowel in Ilianen and Western Bu-
kidnon, to a mid central close unrounded vowel in Bukidnon. In each of these 
languages, except Bukidnon, there is partial loss of contrast, between the two 
central vowels. Elkins (1963) describes this phenomenon synchronically as it 
occurs in Western Bukidnon Manobo. In his unpublished comparative paper, 
however, he describes the problem from a diachronic point of view. On the ba-
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sis of the predictability of the neutralization of contrast Elkins establishes two 
morphophonemes /A/ and /E/. (Elkins has used the symbol e to represent pe-
pet.) Thus, he says, “A is phonemically /e/ but historically *a, and E is 
phonemically /a/ but historically *e.” 

Elkins further describes the neutralization of contrast as follows. Loss of 
contrast occurs in a consonant-vowel-semivowel syllable (CVS) since of the two 
vowels only pepet may occur in this position. However, when suffixation rear-
ranges a CVS syllable in which pepet occurs so that the syllable pattern changes 
to CV, the pepet is replaced by a. Elkins gives the following examples (e = ɨ): 
Ilianen, Tigwa, Western Bukidnon saβew, Dibabaon sabew ‘broth, soup’, but 
when suffixed with –an, the forms become respectively saβawan and sabawan. 
Likewise, in each of these four languages the form baley ‘house’ occurs, but 
with –an suffixation, it appears as balayan. He rewrites the bases as sabAw, and 
balAy, and reconstructs for Proto-Manobo (PM) the forms PM *sabaw and 
*balay. In Ilianen and Western Bukidnon, the sequence /aʔe/ never occurs. 
When a root ending in /aʔ/ is suffixed by the –en affix, the e of the affix is re-
placed by /a/ as in the following: midʔahaʔ + -en > midʔahaʔan ‘to see, look 
at something’. By analogy (and by comparison with the Bukidnon cognate), a 
form like kaʔan ‘eat’ occurring in Ilianen and Western Bukidnon is rewritten as 
kaʔEn (Bukidnon kaʔen ‘eat’) and is reconstructed for Proto-Manobo as PM 
*kaʔen. 

Loss of contrast between a and pepet likewise occurs in prepenultimate syl-
lables in Ilianen and Western Bukidnon Manobo. Thus, when a penultimate 
syllable containing an a vowel becomes prepenultimate because the base is suf-
fixed, a is replaced by pepet. 

3.3 Five-vowel systems 
The majority of the five-vowel systems consist of two front vowels (usually 

i and e), one low central vowel (a), and two back vowels (usually u and o). 
These will be discussed under 3.3.1. One language, Sarangani Manobo, has one 
high front and one high back vowel with three central vowels (discussed in 
3.3.2), and one language, Manobo as spoken in Agusan and Surigao, has two 
front vowels (i and æ), two central vowels (ɨ and a), and one back vowel, u 
(discussed in 3.3.3). 
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3.3.1 The five-vowel systems having two front, two back, and one central vowel de-
veloped in two fairly distinct ways. The first group developed first a three-
vowel system by the merger of *ɨ with one or more of the other three vowels, 
and then expanded their phoneme inventory with the addition of e and o. The 
other group rearranged the proto-four-vowel system, by the backing of the pe-
pet vowel to o giving two back vowels, and then developed an e vowel to form 
two front vowels. 

The first group of languages includes Atta, Bikol, Ibanag, Isneg, Itawis, Ka-
pampangan, Malaweg, and Tagalog. 

In Tagalog, *ɨ > i, except in some environments in which an assimilative 
process brought about a u reflex (see Llamzon 1966). The other languages all 
show * ɨ > a. (This reflex in Bikol occurs only in penultimate syllables. In ul-
timate syllables, * ɨ > u.) The merger of *ɨ and *a probably developed 
independently in Bikol and Kapampangan. Bikol appears to be more closely re-
lated to Tagalog than to Kapampangan. Dyen (1953:6-7) in fact argues that 
Bikol and Tagalog (and Bisayan) were recently one language, or still are. It 
would seem then that the various mergers of PPH *ɨ in these three languages 
(with *i in Tagalog, *u in Bisayan, and *a and *u in Bikol) are of relatively re-
cent origin. The other languages mentioned above in which PPH *ɨ > a (Atta, 
Ibanag, Isneg, Itawis, and Malaweg) are all closely related and probably share 
in a change which occurred in their immediate proto-language.5 

It has generally been assumed (note for example Llamzon 1969:14; Yap 
1967:30) that the development of e and o in these languages has been as a re-
sult of borrowing from Spanish (and English). There are few publications, 
however, that attempt to support this with evidence. One which does is Whittle 
and Lusted (1963), which gives a clear statement of how Spanish loans have 
become assimilated into Atta. But in Atta, as well as in the other languages of 
this group, there is clear evidence that e and o have also developed as a result 
of internal processes. There is evidence that PPH laryngeals occurring medially 
between a and a high front or back vowel were lost and the resulting vowel se-
quence became respectively e or o. There seems to be no instances of the 

                                                 
5  Dyen (1965:31) shows Itawis and Malaweg forming part of the Isneg Hesian, which in turn 

with Ibanag forms part of the Banagic cluster. 
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sequences ai or au in inherited Atta forms. Whittle and Lusted further point out 
that when suffixation would bring about a cluster of ai or au at the morpheme 
juncture, the vowel clusters become respectively e and o (plus length). They 
also state that the diphthongs ay and aw when occurring at the end of words 
become respectively e and o (with length) if followed by an attributive such as 
a possessive pronoun, e.g., balay ‘house’ becomes bale: mi ‘our house’, and lap-
paw ‘flower’ becomes lappo: na ‘it’s flower.’ 

Similar changes have taken place in Isneg. Note *tagaʔinɨp6 > ISG tagenap 
‘dream’; *napaʔit > ISG napet ‘bitter’, etc. 

In Tagalog, the high front and back vowels had lowered allophonic variants 
in prejunctural syllables. In these environments, morphophonemic variation 
now occurs, e.g., Tagalog: babae /babáʔeh/ ~ /babáʔih/ ‘female’, sakit /sakít/ 
~ /sakét/ ‘sickness’, balut /balút/ ~ /balót/ ‘duck’s egg’, bukod /bukód/ ~ 
/bukúd/ ‘separate’. 

Moreover, in spoken Tagalog, ay alternates with ey or e, as in mayroon 
/mayroʔón/ ~ /meyróʔn/ ~ /méron/ ‘there is, there are’; the same alternation 
occurs with forms having the sequence ai, as in kailan /kaʔilán/ ~ /kaylán/ ~ 
/keylán/ ~ /kélan/ ‘when’ (data from Yap 1967:129-30). Although not men-
tioned in Mrs. Yap’s thesis, aw sequences are also heard to alternate with o, as 
in ayáw ko ~ ayó ko ‘I don’t want to’, and kauntiʔ ~ kontiʔ ‘a little’. 

In Kapampangan also, -ay and –aw sequences have been reduced to e and o, 
e.g., *bɨgsay > bagse ‘canoe paddle’; *suklay > sukle ‘comb’; *balay > bale 
‘house’; *ʔaldaw > aldo ‘day, sun’. 

Although it may have taken Spanish and English borrowings to produce 
minimal pairs and establish contrast to the satisfaction of the phonemicists, it 
would seem that the e and o vowels were to some degree already established in 
the languages, by internal processes, by the time Spanish borrowings were be-
ing accepted. In languages in which diphthong reduction has not occurred and 
                                                 
6  Asterisked forms are postulated reconstructions. In some cases the form may be PPH in 

origin; in other cases they are lexical innovations peculiar to a restricted group of languag-
es within the Philippines. Until more systematic subgrouping of Philippine languages has 
been done, it would be premature to attach labels to these earlier stages of the languages. 
The forms used as a basis for the reconstruction of asterisked forms occur in the lists of 
Reid (1971). 
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the PPH four-vowel system has been retained, Spanish and English loans with e 
and o vowels have been assimilated to the high front and back vowels. The im-
plication is that the three-vowel systems that expanded to five-vowels already 
had begun to reduce diphthongs to mid front and back vowels when Spanish 
loans began to influence the language. 

The second group of languages which have developed a five-vowel system 
include Ifugao as spoken in Amganad (IFGAG), Bayninan (IFGBY), and also the 
Subanon of Siocon (SUBSC). One of the Ifugao languages (IFGBT) has since ex-
panded its inventory to six vowels (see 3.4.3). In each of these languages PPH 
*ɨ > o in most environments, e.g., *ʔu:tɨk > IFGAG ʔutok; IFGBY ʔu:toʔ ‘brain’; 
*takdɨg > IFGAG, IFGBY taʔdog ‘stand’; *ʔatɨp > IFGAG, IFGBY ʔatop ‘roof’. 

The following examples illustrate the pepet reflex in SUBSC: *lɨlabuŋ > 
(g)lolabuŋ ‘afternoon’; *ʔitɨm > (g)itom ‘black’; *ʔu:tɨk > (g)utok ‘brain’. 

In Amganad and Bayninan Ifugao, however, the sequence *-ɨw and *-ɨy be-
came respectively *-aw and *-ay subsequently becoming o and e; e.g., *ta:kɨw 
> *ʔa:kɨw > *ʔa:kaw > IFGAG, IFGBY ʔa:ko ‘steal’; *ʔalgɨw > IFGAG, IFGBY 
ʔalgo ‘day, sun’; *ki:dɨy > *ki:day > IFGAG ki:de, IFGBY ʔi:de ‘eyebrow’; *ʔaltɨy 
> *ʔaltay > IFGAG ʔalte, IFGBY ʔolte ‘liver’. 

In Bayninan Ifugao, a further development to e also took place. In unac-
cented (that is, nonlengthened) penultimate syllables, and in closed final 
syllables, *i > e, if a contiguous consonant was l, t, or ŋ; e.g., *paʔit > paet 
‘bitter’; *tamil > tamel ‘cheek’; *ʔu:liŋ > ʔu:leŋ ‘charcoal’; *lima > lema ‘five’; 
*kilat > kelat ‘lightning’. 

Lowering of high vowels to mid in syllables preceding mid vowels has also 
occurred in Bayninan Ifugao; e.g., *ŋi:tit > ŋe:tet ‘black’; *wi:ʔit > we:et 
‘morning’; *subit > hobet ‘thorn’. 

In Siocon Subanon, the second change *ɨ > o is probably a relatively recent 
development in that the neighboring Sindangan Subanun dialect has not parti-
cipated in the change. Siocon Subanon has also developed o and e through the 
loss of laryngeals between a and a high vowel, and subsequent reduction of the 
resulting diphthongs; e.g., *taʔun > ton ‘year’; *nahik > monek ‘climb’; *taʔih 
> gote ‘excrement’; *laʔin > len ‘other’. 
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3.3.2 The vowel system of Sarangani Manobo (MBS) is apparently unique in the 
Philippines, consisting of one front, one back (written as o, not u), and three 
central vowels.  

The mid central vowel ʌ reflects PPH *ɨ in some forms and PPH *a in others; 
e.g., *dakɨl > dakʌl ‘big’; *ʔu:tɨk > qotʌk ‘brain’; *gɨnaw > gʌnaw ‘cold’; 
*tagaqinɨp > tʌgʌqinʌp ‘dream’; *saladɨŋ > sʌladʌŋ ‘deer’. The ʌ reflex of *a 
appears to be a result of the neutralization of contrast that has been described 
by Elkins for other Manobo languages, e.g., MBS baba + -ʌn > bʌbaʔʌn ‘to car-
ry on the back’. An examination of the approximately 150 forms in DuBois’ 
(1969) Sarangani Manobo dictionary (containing around 5,000 entries) in 
which the high central vowel ɨ occurs, gives the impression that these are not 
inherited forms, but probably borrowings from some other language. None of 
the forms are from the area of ‘basic’ vocabulary, and few have cognates in 
other Manobo languages. The source of the borrowings has not yet been identi-
fied, but it is possibly Kalagan or Bilaan. Those few forms which have cognates 
in other Manobo languages show ɨ as a reflex of *ɨ, e.g., MBS kɨtɨŋ ‘to pull, as on 
a rope’, Western Bukidnon Manobo (MBCW) kɨtɨŋ ‘to straighten out an object’; 
MBS kɨpkɨp ‘to clasp in the arms’, MBCW kɨpkɨp ‘to embrace’; MBS bɨtɨŋ, MBCW 
bɨtɨŋ ‘unripe coconut’; MBS bɨŋkag ‘interrupt, put a stop to, scatter’, MBCW 
bɨŋkag ‘shatter, break up, of a gathering of people when they separate’; MBS 
bayɨg ‘type of tree’, MBCW bayɨg ‘a tall bamboo’. 

3.3.3 The vowel system of Manobo as spoken in Agusan and Surigao is also appar-
ently unique in the Philippines, consisting of two front vowels, one high and 
one low, two central vowels and a high back vowel. Apart from the low front 
vowel æ, the system reflects the PPH four-vowel system. Weaver (1963) pro-
vides over a dozen equations with other Manobo languages (Dibabaon, 
Binukid, and Western Bukidnon Manobo). From this material it would appear 
that *l > ø between a sequence of ɑ vowels, and also when *l was the final 
consonant of a CVC syllable. In these environments the Mandayan dialect of 
Dibabaon has a long ɑ vowel, interpreted as a geminate cluster ɑɑ, and Agusan 
Manobo has æ. 

3.4 Six-vowel systems 
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The six vowel systems may be grouped into three types: (1) those that re-
tained the PPH four-vowel system and added mid front and back vowels; (2) 
those in which PPH *ɨ merged with one of the other three proto-vowels, in 
some environments; (3) those in which PPH *ɨ became backed to o, and which 
subsequently developed mid front and central vowels. 

3.4.1 Languages retaining the PPH four-vowel system include Sindangan Subanun, 
Kalagan, Cotabato Manobo, and Gaddang. 

Sindangan Subanun (SUBS) did not participate in the pepet shift to o which 
occurred in Siocon Subanon. However, the loss of laryngeals between ɑ and a 
following high front or back vowel which occurred in Siocon has also occurred 
in Sindangan. Moreover, in Sindangan (but apparently NOT in Siocon), k was 
also lost between a and i. In Sindangan, they have become respectively ee and 
oo; e.g., *dahun > SUBS doon ‘leaf’; *taʔun > toon ‘year’; *nahik > neek 
‘climb’; *taʔih > tee ‘excrement’; *laʔin > leen ‘other, different’; *sakil > 
SUBS seel, SUBSC sakil ‘heel’; *sakit > SUBS seet, SUBSC sakit ‘pain’. 

In Kalagan (KLG), laryngeals were lost between vowels in a stem and many 
resulting vowel sequences were reduced; e.g., *puʔud > pud ‘thigh’; *taʔas > 
tas ‘up’; *mamaʔɨn > mamɨn ‘betel nut’. Sequences of au and ai became respec-
tively o and e only if the stem final consonant was a velar stop or nasal, or a 
glottal stop; e.g., *laʔuŋ > loŋ ‘say’; *bahuʔ > boʔ ‘smell’; *lahiŋ > leŋ ‘un-
ripe’; *daʔig > deg ‘many’; *tahiʔ > teʔ ‘sew’. In other environments the au 
and ai sequences were not reduced, e.g., *paʔit > pait ‘bitter’; *haʔin > ʔain 
‘where’; *bahu > bau ‘turtle’. 

The assimilative process is currently operating in Kalagan on the vowel se-
quence resulting from juxtaposition of an a final prefix (e.g., ma-, ka-) with an 
ʔu initial stem.7 Some forms are already fixed, others still have alternate pro-
nunciation. Thus, KLG kobayan ‘wife’ (from ʔubay + ka- -an) and KLG moli 
‘return’ (from ʔuli + ma-), are always pronounced with an o vowel, whereas 
KLG molug ‘fall’ has a variant pronunciation of mawlug. 

This assimilative process has apparently not yet begun to operate on aʔi se-
quences resulting from juxtaposition of –a final prefixes with ʔi- initial stems, 

                                                 
7  Personal coommunication from Don Murray, SIL, November, 1969. 
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although reduction of glottal stop in such a sequence is regular. Thus, ma- + 
ʔitɨm ‘black’ is regularly maitɨm. 

Other instances of KLG o and e are not accounted for by the above state-
ments, and may be borrowings from Bilaan (BIL), e.g., KLG ʔimoʔ, BIL ʔimoʔ 
‘work’. There is ample evidence for *u > KLG u before ʔ, e.g., KLG duguʔ 
‘blood’, lutuʔ ‘cook’, baruʔ ‘forehead’, pusuʔ ‘heart’, etc. 

The reflex of PPH *ɨ in Cotabato Manobo (MBKC) is ɨ. The origin of the o 
and e vowels, however, is obscure. Elkins has made a complete search for 
Western Bukidnon Manobo cognates of all the forms having e and o vowels in 
Johnston’s (1967 ms.) Cotabato Manobo dictionary (containing about 3,500 
stems) and found that there were relatively few which he could positively re-
late to Western Bukidnon forms.8 Such forms include: MBKC ʔumow, MBCW 
ʔumɨw ‘call’; MBKC siyow, MBCW siyɨw ‘nine’; MBKC godoy, MBCW guyud ‘to pull’. 
The majority of the forms containing o and e vowels appear to be cognate with 
forms that only appear in Bilaan (BIL) or Tagabili (TGB). The Bilaan forms show 
either an o vowel or a pepet where Cotabato Manobo has o. In those instances 
where an apparent cognate appears in Tagabili, the Tagabili form has an o or ɔ 
vowel; e.g., MBKC ʔowoŋ, TGB gowoŋ ‘outrigger canoe’; MBKC lɨɸoʔ, TGB lɨfɔʔ 
‘ripe coconut’; MBKC ʔuton, TGB ʔuton ʔel ‘fish’; MBKC bulok, TGB bulok, BIL bulɨk 
‘flower’; MBKC nidoʔo, BIL dɨʔɨ ‘many’; MBKC tulon, TGB tulon, BIL tulɨn ‘tell’; 
MBKC konok, BIL kanok ‘termite’; MBKC bɨkokoŋ, TGB bɨklɔŋ, BIL bkɑkoŋ ‘throat’; 
MBKC qonom, BIL qanɨm ‘weave’; MBKC kɨleweŋ, BIL klubeŋ ‘eyebrow’; MBKC 
tukeʔey, BIL tukay ‘small’. 

It seems probable then, that forms containing o in Cotabato Manobo were 
in most instances early borrowings from Bilaan or Tagabili, probably the latter. 
An alternate hypothesis, that Cotabato Manobo shared a period of common de-
velopment with Bilaan or Tagabili, is not supported by other evidence. 

It is possible that Cotabato Manobo has also borrowed from Tiruray; how-
ever, I do not have sufficient Tiruray lexical data to check this possibility. 

Gaddang (GAD) expanded its four vowel inventory to six by loss of laryn-
geals between ɑ and a high vowel, with subsequent reduction of the resulting 
diphthongs to o and e; e.g., *(mu)nahik > GAD munek ‘climb’; *baybay > bebay 

                                                 
8  Personal communication from Richard Elkins, SIL, March, 1970. 
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‘sea’; *daʔit > det ‘sew’. In her published statement of Gaddang phonology, 
Madeline Troyer (1959) stated that u and o were free variants. She, however, 
indicated that a few minimal contrasts between u and o existed. She has subse-
quently indicated that she feels it is necessary to consider u and o as 
phonemically separate.9 

There are also several examples where e appears, where it was apparently a 
former allophone of i; e.g., gaɸenin ‘evening’, ʔaweg ‘brook’. 

3.4.2 The languages in which PPH *ɨ partially merged with one of the other three 
proto-vowels include Sangir, Sangil, and Agta. 

In Sangir (SAN) and Sangil (SNL) pepet became i in final syllables in some 
environments. Elsewhere it retained its high central quality; e.g., *bɨli > SAN 
bɨli, SNL bɨɭi. ‘buy’; *biRat > SAN βihaʔ, SNL βiraʔ ‘heavy’; *tɨpiR > SAN tɨpihɨʔ, 
SNL tɨpi:rɨʔ ‘mat’; *tagɨnɨk > SAN, SNL tɨniʔ ‘mosquito’. In some unstressed pe-
nultimate stem syllables there is evidence that *a has also become ɨ; e.g., 
*Rabiʔi > SNL gɨbi ‘night’; *sasa > SAN, SNL sɨsa ‘nipa’; *mani > SNL mɨniʔ 
‘peanut’. 

The development of o and e in these languages occurred in some forms by 
reduction of stem final aw and ay; e.g., *laŋaw > SAN laŋo, SNL la:ŋo ‘fly’; 
*Danaw > SAN dano, SNL ḷa:no ‘lake’; *balay > SAN baḷe, SNL βa:ḷe; *natay > 
SAN nate, SNL na:te ‘dead’; *ʔatay > SAN ate, SNL ʔa:te ‘liver’. In other forms 
these vowels have developed from i and u, but the environmental factors are 
now obscure; e.g., *pi:li > SAN pile, SNL pi:le ‘choose’; *ka:pɨs > *ka:pis > SNL 
ka:pesɨʔ ‘cotton’; *pusuʔ > SAN pɨʔpuso, SNL pɨpu:so ‘heart’; *buRiŋ > SAN bohiŋ, 
SNL βo:riŋ ‘charcoal’. 

Agta has participated in the phonological shift of *ɨ to a which was de-
scribed in section 3.3.1 as having taken place in the immediate proto-language 
of Isneg, Ibanag, Atta, Itawis, and Malaweg. In Agta, however, a subsequently 
split into a and ʌ. One analysis (Oates 1958) considered a and ʌ to be allo-
phones, ʌ occurring in unstressed syllables, a elsewhere. In an unpublished 
subsequent analysis, Mayfield (1964) disagrees with the Oates analysis, pre-
senting evidence to support phonemic contrast. The Oates statement, however, 
no doubt reflects the environmental factors which contributed to the phoneme 
                                                 
9  Personal communication from Madeline Troyer, April, 1967. 
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split; e.g., *ʔatɨp > Agta ʔʌtʌt ‘roof’; *ŋi:pɨn > ŋipʌn ‘tooth’; *ʔu:tɨk > ʔutʌʔ 
‘brain’; *dɨŋɨR > dʌŋʌg ‘hear’. 

3.4.3 The six-vowel languages in which PPH *ɨ > o include Batad Ifugao and 
Samal. 

The shift of *ɨ to o which characterizes other Ifugao dialects is also evident 
in Batad Ifugao (IFGBT), e.g., *tɨbal > IFGBT tobal ‘answer’; *bɨnɨg > bonog 
‘back’; *ʔu:lɨs > ʔu:loh ‘blanket’. In Batad also the sequences *-ɨw, and *-ɨy be-
came respectively –aw and –oy. These diphthongs, however, did not become o 
and e as in Bayninan and Amganad, e.g., *natɨy > IFGBT natoy ‘dead’; *ʔuwɨy 
> ʔuwoy ‘rattan’; *ki:dɨy > ʔi:doy ‘eyebrow’; *ʔalgɨw > ʔalgaw ‘sun’; *ʔa:kɨw 
> ʔa:kaw ‘steal’. In Batad, o and e apparently developed from *u and *l occur-
ring adjacent to *ŋ, *k, and *l; e.g., *tuŋal > IFGBT toŋal ‘bone’; *ta:kut > 
ta:ʔot ‘fear’; *tuktuk > toʔtoʔ ‘forehead’; *ʔa:pul > ʔa:pol ‘lime’; *bu:lah > 
bo:lah ‘red’; *ʔu:liŋ > ʔu:leŋ ‘charcoal’; *tamil > tamel ‘cheek’; *liŋɨt > leŋot 
‘sweat’; *didiŋ > dedeŋ ‘wall’. 

A mid central vowel ə also developed in Batad. It is in all places a reflex of 
*a, and appears to have developed in the following environments: 

1. Open syllables initiated by a voiced stop or semivowel, when the vowel 
did not carry length; e.g., *mataba > matabə ‘fat’; *la:ga > la:gə ‘weave’; 
*luwa > lugwə ‘tears’. 

2. Lengthened open syllables initiated by a voiced stop, when the following 
consonant was *ʔ, e.g., *ba:ʔin > bə:in ‘embarrassment, shame’; *ba:ʔun > 
bə:un ‘a debt one assumes as a responsibility’; 

3. Syllables initiated by a voice stop and closed by *y or a nasal, e.g., 
*baybay > bəybəy ‘ocean’; *galaygay > gələygəy ‘fingers’; *ʔaban > ʔəbən 
‘carrying blanket’; *gambilan > gəmbilan ‘large bolo’. 

4. ə in other environments seems to have developed in most instances as a 
result of vowel harmony, a process which occurs not infrequently in Batad Ifu-
gao; e.g., *bala > bələ ‘lungs’; *ʔabba > ʔəbbə ‘carry on the back’; note the 
following examples of vowel harmony involving other vowel sequences: *ʔabɨl 
> ʔobol ‘weave’; *dakɨl > doʔol ‘many’; *maʔid > miʔid ‘there is none’. 

Samal (SML) underwent a shift of *ɨ to o. This occurred mainly in ultimate 
syllables, although some proto-forms having pepet in both syllables have o in 
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both syllables in the Samal reflex. In other penultimate syllables *ɨ is reflected 
by ɨ with gemination of the following consonant if the penultimate was open, 
e.g., *tanɨm > SML tanom ‘plant’; *ʔatɨp > atop ‘roof’; *ʔitɨm > ettom ‘black’; 
*kɨbɨl > kobol ‘invulnerable’; *bɨtɨŋ > bɨttoŋ ‘belly’; *bɨlih > bɨlli ‘buy’; 
*hɨmpat > ɨmpat ‘four’; *pɨdiʔ > pɨddiʔ ‘sick’. *a in a penultimate syllable also 
became ɨ under some conditions, e.g., *ʔallaw > ɨllaw ‘day’; *lambuk > 
lɨmmuk ‘fat’; *ʔamaʔ > ɨmmaʔ ‘father’; *lalaki > lɨlla ‘male; *kalat > kɨllat 
‘rope’. 

In Samal, i and u also split to e and o respectively. The environmental fac-
tors which brought about these splits have been obscured because of analogical 
leveling, vowel harmony, loanwords, and in the case of o, the fact that this vo-
wel also developed from *ɨ. However, it appears that e and o developed at least 
in the following environments: 

1. Penultimate syllables initiated by a voiceless stop, e.g., *tikudtikud > 
tekodtekod ‘heel’; *putiʔ > poteʔ ‘white’; *tulaŋ > toʔolaŋ ‘bone’; 
*kuhap > kohap ‘afternoon’. 

2. Ultimate syllables closed by an alveolar consonant or *ʔ,10 e.g., SML jeŋen 
‘type of boat’, kobet ‘enlarge by tearing’, babbel ‘cut hair to a fringe’, dal-
let ‘flame up’, pades ‘graze the skin’, peged ‘smear on’, benten ‘carry in 
hand’, sollet ‘loin cloth’; astol ‘anger’, tompol ‘dull’; tohoʔ ‘dry’, boggoʔ 
‘canoe’, edoʔ ‘dog’. 

3. Penultimate syllables preceding e or o, e.g., bonoʔ ‘kill’, botoʔ ‘penis’, 
boheʔ ‘water’, seʔob ‘burn’, empon ‘teeth’, engkot ‘tether’, ledeʔ ‘boil’. 

In Samal, moverover, *aw > o, *ay > e, and *uy > i; e.g., *tawah > SML 
tittoa ‘laugh’; *kawan > koan ‘right’; *sawah > soa ‘snake’; *dayuʔ > deoʔ 
‘under’; *layaŋ > leaŋ ‘fly’; *hapuy > api ‘fire’; *laŋuy > laŋi ‘swim’. 

3.5 Seven-vowel systems 
Three seven-vowel systems are known to exist in the Philippines. Tagabili 

and Balangao both show pepet reflexes for PPH *ɨ. Bilaan, on the other hand, 
has undergone a merger of *ɨ and *a.  
                                                 
10  Samal data has been provided by Kemp Pallesen of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. 

Because of the lack of data from closely related languages, no attempt is made here to pro-
vide reconstructed forms. 
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The Tagabili vowel system, as reported by Lindquist, Forsberg, and Healey 
(1959), consists of two front vowels, i and e [ɛ], two central vowels, a and ʌ, 
and three back vowels, u, o, and ɔ. The development of this system is discussed 
by Lindquist et al. in their paper. They state that from a study of some 150 
probable cognates it was found that the proto-four-vowel system was reflected 
in the majority of cases by Tagabili i, ʌ, a, and u. *a in a penultimate syllable 
became ʌ if the final syllable also contained *ɨ. e developed from *ɨ in two 
ways. Final PPH *iq became ek, with or without vowel harmony in the preced-
ing syllable; in addition, a sequence of *Vi contracted to e. Mid back vowel o 
has apparently developed from *a in a final syllable when it was followed by a 
nasal and preceded by *u in the penultimate. The low back vowel developed ɔ 
by splits in both *a and *u. *a became ɔ in a penultimate syllable if the final 
syllable contained *u. Forms having *u in both ultimate and penultimate syl-
lables show ɔ reflexes if the final consonant was *q or *k. 

The development of the Bilaan vowel system has been discussed by Abrams 
(1963). The system is similar to the Tagabili system in that it has two front, 
two central, and three back vowels. In summary, Abrams states that *i became 
e adjacent to *q and before word base final *R. In these environments also, *u 
became o, as well as in the following environments: before word base final *k, 
after *h, and in the penultimate syllable when the base medial consonant was 
*h, *q, or *s. *a became ɔ in final open syllables, adjacent to *q or *k in closed 
syllables; and in the sequences CaC-C, *a became ʌ in final closed syllables ex-
cept adjacent to *q, *k, or *R, and in a penultimate syllable if in the ultimate 
syllable *i > e. In other environments *a > a. *ɨ became a in most environ-
ments, subsequently becoming ɔ in final syllables under the conditions stated 
above for *a. 

The Balangao seven-vowel system differs from the Bilaan and Tagabili sys-
tems in having two front vowels, three central vowels, and two back vowels. 
Like Tagabili, Balangao generally reflects *ɨ as ɨ, however, this vowel, as also 
the other three vowels, have split to form the present system. The conditioning 
factors which brought about these vowel splits are complex, and only the gen-
eral outline will be presented here. The high vowels *i and *u are generally 
reflected as i and u when the preceding consonant was a voiced stop. They are 
generally reflected as e and o when the preceding consonant was a voiceless 
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stop. *a became ʌ in an ultimate syllable initiated by a voiced stop or semi-
vowel; or by *m, *n, *l, or *s if the preceding vowel was high. *a became u be-
tween a sequence of two voiced bilabial stops. *ɨ became ʌ in open penultimate 
syllables initiated by a voiceless stop, *s, *h, or *l, also in ultimate syllables in-
itiated by voiceless stops. In some environments *ɨ also became a, i, and u. 

3.6 Eight-vowel system 
The only eight-vowel system demonstrated in the Philippines is Casiguran 

Dumagat. Headland and Wolfenden (1967) give a description not only of the 
vowel system but of some of the processes which brought about the system.11 

Casiguran Dumagat has three front vowels, i, e, and ɛ, two central vowels, ɨ 
and a, and three back vowels, u, o, and ɔ. Headland and Wolfenden’s statement 
on the development of the system is as follows: 

We postulate that the present system of eight vowels developed from a proto-
language of four vowels (*i, *ɨ, *u, and *a) to six by splits in the two high vowels 
*i and *u, and the low vowel *a. *e developed from both *i and *a through oc-
currences contiguous to certain consonants…The o developed from *u of the 
proto-language by an as-yet-unknown route… From the six vowel system, the 
eight vowel system finally developed when *ay/*ai and *aw/*au diphthongs in 
certain stressed syllables developed into ɛ and ɔ respectively. The sound pattern 
of these forms became frozen; new patterns of diphthongs were then introduced 
via contact with Tagalog or Ilokano, contiguous languages at present. 

4.  Summary 
Several processes have contributed to the development of the vowel sys-

tems presently occurring in Philippine languages. These may be identified first 
in relation to those that effected a change in the position of the proto-mid to 
high vowel *ɨ. 

A number of languages merged *ɨ with one of the other three proto-vowels, 
in some or all environments. 

*ɨ > i in Sangil, Sangir, Tagalog. 
*ɨ > u in Abak, Aklanon, Cebuano, Tausug. 

                                                 
11  Unfortunately, the value of this article is diminished because of the elimination of diacritic 

marks by the printer. The original manuscript is in the files of the Summer Institute of Lin-
guistics, Philippines. 
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*ɨ > a in Agta, Atta, Bilaan, Ibanag, Isneg, Itawis, Kapampangan, Malaweg. 
*ɨ > a and u in Bikol. 
In some languages, pepet was either fronted or backed to form either an e 

vowel or an o vowel. 
*ɨ > e in Ilokano, Kallahan (Keley-i). 
*ɨ > o in Ifugao, Kalinga, Manobo (Ata), Subanon (Siocon). 
In some languages, pepet split to form two vowels. 
*ɨ > ɨ and o in Samal. 
*ɨ > ɨ and ʌ in Balangao.  
In both these languages and also in Agta, *a split to produce a and ʌ. In Ca-

siguran Dumagat, *a split to a and e. 
The following languages show mid or high central reflexes of *ɨ: Batak, Bo-

linao, Bontok, Cuyuno, Ilongot, Inibaloi, Itbayat, Itneg (Binongan), Ivatan, 
Kallahan (Kayapa Proper), Kankanay, Kinaray-a, Magindanao, Mamanwa, Ma-
nobo (Agusan, Binukid, Dibabaon, Ilianen, Sarangani, Surigao, Tigwa, Western 
Bukidnon), Mansaka, Maranao, Pangasinan, Sambal (Botolan), Tagbanwa (Ka-
lamian, Aborlan), Tingguian, Ylanon. 

A summary of the reflexes of *ɨ in thirty-one Philippine languages is found 
in Conant (1912). His conclusions, though in general correct, are in many plac-
es questionable because of inaccurate recording and inadequate data. 

The development of e and o in many languages has come about by loss of 
laryngeals between a and a high front or back vowel with subsequent reduction 
of the resulting diphthongs. In some languages this change has been reinforced 
by introduction of loanwords containing e and o vowels. This development oc-
curred in Atta, Gaddang, Isneg, Kalagan, Subanon (Siocon), Subanun 
(Sindangan), and Tagalog. 

The reduction of diphthongs *aw and *ay in Casiguran Dumagat produced ɔ 
and ɛ respectively. In Agusan Manobo, reduction of *ala and *al sequences 
produced ӕ. Reduction of stem final *-aw and *-ay produced o and e vowels in 
Ifugao (Amganad, Bayninan), Samal, Sangil, and Sangir. 

In some languages, e and o have also developed as a result of the splitting 
of *i and *u. These languages include Balangao, Bilaan, Dumagat (Casiguran), 
Gaddang, Ifugao (Batad, Bayninan), Samal, Sangil, Sangir, Tagabili, and Taga-
log. 
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The low back vowel ɔ developed by the splitting of *a in Bilaan, and *a and 
*u in Tagabili. 
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Appendix: Languages, Localities, and Sources 
The following is a list of languages mentioned in this paper. Each language 

is followed in square brackets by the source from which information has been 
taken. [SIL] indicates a published source with reference in Wares (1968). [SIL 
unp.] indicates an unpublished paper in the files of SIL Philippines. Information 
on the phoneme inventory of a number of languages is taken from the sum-
mary statements in Constantino (1965). These are indicated by [C]. Summary 
statements of the phonological systems of forty-three ‘minor’ Philippine lan-
guages, with bibliographical references and wordlists may be found in Reid 
(1971). The following list also indicates the general locality of the language, or 
the specific place where the information for the language was gathered. 

 
Abak [C]: Kapul Island, Samar. 
Aklanon [Zorc 1969]: Kalibo, Aklan. 
Agta [SIL]: Central Cagayan Negrito; Gattaran, Cagayan. 
Atta [SIL]: Northwestern Cagayan Negrito; Pamplona, Cagayan. 
Balangao [SIL]: Natonin, Mountain Province. 
Batak [SIL]: Lipsu, Puerto Princesa, Palawan. 
Bikol [C]: Naga City. 
Bilaan [SIL]: Koronadal, Southern Cotabato, and Sarangani, Southeastern Cotabato. 
Bolinao [C]: Bolinao, Pangasinan. 
Bontok [SIL]: Guinaang, Bontoc, Mountain Province. 
Buhid [Barham 1958]: Bongabon, Mindoro Oriental. 
Cebuano [C]: Cebu City. 
Cuyuno [SIL]: Puerto Princesa, Palawan. 
Dumagat (Casiguran) [SIL]: Negrito; Northern Quezon. 
Dumaget (Umiray) [SIL unp.]: Negrito; Central Quezon. 
Gaddang [SIL]: Butigui, Eastern Mountain Province. 
Hiligaynon [C]: Iloilo City. 
Ibanag [C]: Ilagan, Isabela. 
Ifugao (Amganad) [SIL unp.]. 
Ifugao (Batad) [Newell 1970]. 
Ifugao (Bayninan) [Conklin 1967]. 
Ifugao (Guhang) [SIL]. 
Igorot (Santa Fe) [C]: Samta Fe, Neuva Vizcaya. 
Ilokano [C]: Vigan, Ilocos Sur. 
Ilongot [Rosaldo 1968]: Kakidugen, Nueva Vizcaya. 
Inibaloi [SIL unp.]: Kabayan, Benguet. 
Isinai [C]: Bambang, Nueva Vizcaya. 
Isneg [SIL]: Dibagat, Kabugao, Northern Kalinga-Apayao. 
Itbayat [Yamada 1966]: Itbayat, Batanes Islands. 
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Itneg [SIL unp.]: Binongan, Baay, Eastern Abra. 
Ivatan [SIL]: Basco, Batanes. 
Kalagan [SIL]: Mainit, Southeastern Cotabato. 
Kalinga [SIL]: Guinaang, Lubuagan, Kalinga-Apayao. 
Kallahan (Kayapa Proper) [Afable 1969]: Nueva Vizcaya. 
Kallahan (Keley-i) [SIL unp.]: Southern Ifugao. 
Kankanay (Northern) [SIL unp.]: Sagada, Western Mountain Province. 
Kapampangan [C]: San Fernando, Pampanga. 
Kinaray-a [Reid 1970]: Lambunao, Iloilo. 
Magindanao [SIL]: Cotabato. 
Malaweg [C]: Rizal, Cagayan. 
Mamanwa [SIL]: Santiago, Cabadbaran, Agusan. 
Manobo (Agusan) [SIL]: Sagunto, La Paz, Agusan. 
Manobo (Ata) [SIL]: Mansalinao, Davao. 
Manobo (Binukid) [SIL]: Northern and Central Bukidnon. 
Manobo (Cotabato) [SIL unp.]: Western Cotabato. 
Manobo (Dibabaon) [SIL]: Northern Davao del Norte. 
Manobo (Ilianen) [SIL]: Northern Cotabato. 
Manobo (Sarangani) [SIL]: Caburan, Southern Davao del Sur. 
Manobo (Surigao) [C]: Bahi Barubu, Surigao del Sur. 
Manobo (Tigwa) [SIL unp.]: Southeastern Bukidnon. 
Manobo (Western Bukidnon) [SIL]: Pangantocan, Bukidnon. 
Mansaka [SIL]: Eastern Davao del Norte. 
Maranao [SIL]: Lanao. 
Pangasinan [C]: Lingayen, Pangasinan. 
Porohanon [Wolff 1967]: Poro, Camote Islands. 
Sama Bangingi [C]: Sulu. 
Samal [SIL unp.]: Siasi, Jolo, Sulu. 
Sambal (Botolan) [SIL unp.]: Central Zambales. 
Sangil [SIL unp.]: Coastal areas of Southern Cotabato and Davao del Sur; Sarangani Island. 
Sangir [SIL]: Sarangani Island, Davao. 
Subanon (Siocon) [SIL unp.]: Central Zamboanga del Norte. 
Subanun (Sindangan) [Brichoux 1970]: Central Zamboanga del Norte. 
Tagabili [SIL]: Southwestern Cotabato. 
Tagalog [Yap 1967]: Manila. 
Tagbanwa (Aborlan) [SIL]: Central Palawan. 
Tagbanwa (Kalamian) [SIL unp.]: Northern Palawan, Coron Island. 
Tausug [SIL]: Jolo, Sulu. 
Ternate [C]: Ternate, Cavite. 
Tiruray [SIL]: Central Cotabato. 
Tingguian [C]: Peñarrubia, Abra. 
Waray [C]: Tacloban City. 
Ylanon [C]: Lanao del Sur. 
Yogad [SIL]: Echague, Isabela. 
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